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The Chat Moss Project aims to restore Lowland Raised Bogs in the Chat Moss
area and engage local communities with this fascinating habitat.
The Chat Moss project is an exciting five year scheme funded by the Heritage Lottery Fund.
It involves working on the restoration of the Lancashire Wildlife Trust’s reserves in the Chat Moss area, surveying the
flora and fauna of the sites and engaging local people and volunteers to raise the profile of the sites and to assist the
Trust with the management of the reserves.
Check out the latest blog from our Mosslands team here.
Also, we are starting a 'Friends of Little Woolden Moss' group and are looking for local people to get involved and help
shape the future of this recovering mossland. Click here for more information.
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The History of Chat Moss
Chat Moss was originally a huge expanse of Lowland Raised Bog, dating
back 10,000 years. An enormous tract of mire, fen and bog, it was pretty
much unexploited by people until the 19th Century.
One of our most impressive feats of human engineering, the construction
of the Liverpool to Manchester railway across the middle of this
‘uncrossable’ wetland, was the beginning of the end for Chat Moss.
Peat was extracted and sent along the railway to Manchester to be used
for horse bedding, the same carts would then bring back the night soil of
the sprawling metropolis to be spread on the moss, creating a fertile land
that would grow almost anything... with enough drainage. The moss was
tamed; agriculture and peat extraction had made it a very human
landscape.

The current situation
Today, only 3% of the lowland raised bogs of the Trust area remain in
some sort of salvageable condition. Many are in a poor state and almost
half of these sites are still being worked for peat extraction.
The Lancashire Wildlife Trust is working desperately to protect these
hugely valuable fragments and restore them to living, breathing
mosslands once more.
We own three sites in the Chat Moss area; Astley Moss, Cadishead
Moss and the recently purchased Little Woolden Moss.
The intention of the Chat Moss project is to develop a matrix of reserves
and wildlife-rich mosslands which will connect with other bogs and
wetlands in the Greater Manchester area, creating a Living Landscape; for people as well as the many wetland species
that are in rapid decline.

What work are we doing?
All of our reserves have been peat extracted at some point in the past. Astley Moss was abandoned and became fairly
wooded before coming into Trust management 30 years ago. It is now developing into a wonderful mossland reserve.
With a little more work on getting water levels just right and a wider variety of bog plants, it will be well on its way to full
restoration.
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Cadishead Moss was acquired in 2009. With extraction on part of the site continuing
until this time, there was no wood to remove, and the network of ditches and bunds left
by the extractors have been utilised to give us a very diverse mix of deep and shallow
pools separated by low peat mounds. We have already seen a huge increase in bird
species such as Snipe and Reed Bunting since we took over the site, with cotton
grasses flourishing and mosses starting to spread through the damper areas.
Little Woolden Moss was worked for peat until it was bought by the Trust in August
2012. It is a huge 107 hectare site and work is currently taking place to block the
drainage ditches and level the bare peat surface – on a grand scale.
By raising the water table we will create a vast area of rewetted peat; perfect for
recolonisation by mossland flora and fauna alike. Importantly, Little Woolden Moss is
adjacent to our Cadishead reserve, so it will create an even larger for wildlife to flourish.
We will also be improving the access to these sites and we run a range of
programmes to get people out onto the mosses and appreciating their unique wildlife,
from volunteer work days to presentations and guided walks, surveying for wildlife to activities for kids.

Get Involved
For more information on the Chat Moss project, please contact Elspeth Ingleby, Chat Moss Project Officer.
E: eingleby@lancswt.org.uk
T: 01204 663754
For any enquiries about community events, contact Lydia McCool, Chat Moss Community Engagement Officer:
E: lmccool@lancswt.org.uk
T: 01204 663754
You can also get involved in shaping the future of the Mosslands! You can become a member of the Friends of
Cadishead and Little Woolden Moss group.
They meet the first Tuesday of each month at 7pm in the Irlam and Cadishead college community rooms, 2A Station
Road, Irlam, Manchester, M44 5ZR. All are welcome.
Email friendsclwm@virginmedia.com for more information.
They also have a specific Facebook page which you can view (and 'Like') by clicking here .

Partners & Supporters
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The Chat Moss Project is supported by a wide variety of organisations. These include:
Ecospeed
Heritage Lottery Fund
WREN
Esmée Fairburn Foundation
Veolia Environmental Trust
Natural England
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